BROKK
The Advantage of Diesel Demolition
The bigger, stronger, faster BROKK 400D is an impressive step up
for diesel-driven demolition. When the job site lacks a power supply,
the 400D is the perfect tool for delivering heavy-duty power where
you need it most. It outperforms conventional excavators several times
heavier with both its breaking capacity and its ability to squeeze into
confined spaces. As the fastest Brokk model ever, it moves quickly and
easily over longer distances between worksites, delivering a mighty
punch with its large hydraulic breaker wherever it goes.
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 heavy-duty demolition workhorse
A
Demolition capacity comparable to a
15-20 ton excavator
Maximizes the power of the SB 552
breaker
Impressive cooling
Compact size with exceptional reach
Ideal for sites that lack a reliable power
supply

SIZE

RANGE
Slewing speed
Transport speed, max.
Incline angle, max.

20 sec/360°
3,4 km/tim; 0,95 m/s; 2.1 mph
30°

Hydraulic system

Hydraulic system capacity
130 l; 34.3 US gal
Pump type
Variable load-sensing piston pump
System pressure to cylinders,
attatchment and motors, max.
17,0 MPa; 2 465 psi
System pressure, increased to attachment, max.
23,0 MPa; 3 336 psi
Pump flow max.
130 l/min; 34.3 US gal/min

Diesel performance

Type
Four-cylinder, water-cooled, 4-stroke engine
Output at 2 600 rpm (SAE J1995)
74 kW; 99.2 hp
Fuel tank capacity
80 l; 21.1 US gal
Engine oil volume with and without filter change
13,2 l; 3.49 US gal
Coolant volume
10 l; 2.67 US gal
Freezing point
-40ºC; -40ºF

ACCESSORIES/OPTIONS

Performance

SB 552

Control system

Control type
Portable control box
Signal code
Digital
TransferCable/Radio

Weight

Weight of basic machine excl attachment
and extra equipment
Recommended attachment weight

5 500 kg; 12 125 lbs
600 kg; 1 323 lbs

Arm System
Impact and heat protection for cylinder C2 and C3
Heavy duty arm 3 (with direct connected breaker)
Under carriage
Rubber caterpillar tracks
Steel caterpillar tracks
Heat resistance
Heat resistant hoses for hydraulic breaker
Forced draft cooling of machine
Forced draft cooling of breaker
Steel pads for kiln demoliton or furnance
Other options
Air flushing through breaker to protect from dust
Water spray through breaker to bind dust
Counter weight
Particulate filter
Brokk cover
Extra hydraulic function
Drainage hose
CAN cable connection for tools

TOOLS

TECHNICAL DATA

Hydraulic breaker in illustrations
Load and stability diagram can be ordered from Brokk AB

Noise level

Sound power level Lwa, measured
acc. to directive 2000/14/EC

101 dB(A)
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